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INFORM Media by L.B. Foster
Digital Navigator Platform
A giant leap forward in mobile, always-on digital
journey planning for rail passengers is now
available from global infrastructure support
business L.B. Foster.
Inform Media by L.B. Foster is a comprehensive end-to-end digital
navigator platform that brings together journey planning data feeds
from a variety of sources to inform personal and business travel decision
making. The integrated hardware and software solution combines the
latest in high deﬁnition touchscreen technology with tailored data feeds.
Our new Inform Media platform inﬂuences, services and enhances the
total passenger experience across the whole journey. Personalised,
consistent, real-time information is tailored to individual travel
requirements wherever and whenever the customer needs it.
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“This is how
visionaries saw the
direction of travel
for passenger
information over a
decade ago.
We have taken that
vision and turned it
into a working
reality.”
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Inform Media is driven by an extremely powerful media generator. Due to significant development work on the Inform engine is now
able to provide plugin applications that support ‘passenger first’ strategies. These include a train, tram, plane and bus locator visualised
on maps, plus enhanced wayfinding and mapping tools, as well as walking, taxi and cycle hub links.

Legacy
L.B. Foster worked to produce the first Operational Information Messaging System developed with Network Rail, now used by
Southeastern Railway. The original estate of screens on stations extended to 480+ screens in 230+ stations

Screen shots from original OIS Media

KEY FEATURES
>

Mature, fully featured digital signage
platform

>

Suitable for advertising and
communication with customers,
passengers and staﬀ

>

Support for Video (WMV, MPG,
Mp4), images (BMP, JPG, PNG) Flash,
PowerPoint and live data such as
RSS feeds or TV streams
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>

Admin interface is web based and
allows the system to be fully
managed and monitored by
approved users

>

Integrated feeds such as rainbow
boards and engineering

>

>

System is scalable and multiple
organisation structures can be
created to ensure messages can be
targeted

Software developed, tested and
supported in house

>

Hardware supplied, installed and
supported

>

Core content with prioritised incident
and information messaging
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The Journey Line
Inform Media focuses on the total journey
line. This is based on a detailed analysis of
actual passenger journeys, identifying
critical touchpoints at which information is
accessed. These include ticket booking, car
parking, platform information for station
arrival, where to go, security information
and retail/food and drink opportunities.

Industry Drivers
Our market drivers have been industry
reports which have helped visualise the
type of service that passengers need.
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“Drilling deeper, the
really clever part is
the Inform Engine. It
delivers a range of
easy to understand
analytics, giving
operators
awareness and
strategies to cope
with capacity,
extreme weather
events and queue
management.”
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Inform passive & active media
What makes it “passive” is the fact that the information only ﬂows in a single direction. Media is consumed by the passenger reading
the content, but it does not actively require them to engage with it.
Passive media is generally informational, and the passenger takes it in, reads it, absorbs it. Consequently this can be many things
from screens to browsing through on devices. In these instances information is being absorbed in a passive manner.

Passive media
Customer Information System

Rainbow Boards

Social Media

Live passenger information powered by
TIGER with failover to Darwin

Visual line status indictors

Shows Tweets from the official company
account

>

Departures, Arrivals, Next Direct
Trains, Platform Display

>

Hides imminent services within
minutes of departure

Live route status maps
Live route maps, visually showing line
disruptions
>

>

Shows one TOC per template in
appropriate branding

>

Automatically scrolls, shows images and
filters out replies

Operational Messaging
Simple, powerful interface to send operation
messages to screens in correct branding
>

Text and images, profanity filters and
template creation

Shows information from Tyrell feed
for multiple TOCs
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Inform active media
Active Media, on the other hand, is characterised by the fact that it requires user interaction. Many Inform media applications fall
into this capability as the information is consumed via a screen and can be mined for personalised information that the passenger
needs for their journey.

Active media

Journey Planner

Feedback

NRE-powered journey planner

Gather and report on customer feedback
directly from screens

>

Home Screen
Clear, simple interface
>

Fully customisable colours, fonts and
logos, allowing customer branding to
be used

Interactive CIS
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Happiness rating from 1-5 along with
free-text field with profanity filter

Display static maps of station and/or local
area

Onward travel information

>

>

Scrollable lists and text search
function to find specific stations
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>

Local Maps

Live departures, arrivals and next direct
trains
>

Select origin, destination, time, date and
whether a return journey is required
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Import existing PDF maps or display
scalable image from OpenStreetMap

Display local bus, taxi and tram information
Import existing PDFs, user can pan
around and zoom in
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New media

Applications Portfolio
Facebook

Automatically scrolls, shows images
and filters out replies

Tube Maps
Static TfL maps shown in interactive app
>

Alternate Journey Planning

Show walking directions to local points of
interest

TfL API for buses

>

Shows content from the official company
page
>

Local Walking Directions

Integrates with Google Maps to show
familiar, consistent information

TfL info in Journey Planner

Show more information for services departing
from the station

Inclusion of Tube stations within Journey
Planner

>

>

Shows multiple maps; day, night & rail

Press details button to show calling
points with scheduled and estimated
departure times

Internal Wayfinding

Show timetable boards

Show walking directions to facilities within the
building

Show timetable boards

>
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Same functionality as rail journey
planner, allowing customers to find bus
stops and routes

CIS Details

A-Z Boards
>

>
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Powerful & flexible, re-routes at different
times of day or during partial closures

Show instructions for Tube journeys,
highlighting line names in established TfL
colours

L.B. Foster Netpractice
Kingsley Rd
Lincoln
LN6 3TA
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